Demographics Subcommittee
Minutes 7/29/14

Attendance:
Lee Selwyn, Sergio Modigliani, Ann Connolly Tolkoff
By phone: Alberto Chang
Selectman Ben Franco

Agenda: Vote Executive Summary

Meeting to order 5:35, Phone Alberto 5:36

Address questions from OSC on draft of Executive summary
Jim Sturgios question answered by Alberto, comparison of 1st chart on number of k12 students. Jim was comparing numbers from two different sources.

Agreement to answer questions from Tim Sullivan at full OSC meeting. Tim recommended breaking out grades 12 and K so that the churn could be more clearly identified and also to emphasize that the major increase would be the kindergarten enrollment increase as it moved through the system.

Vote to change the word size to number referring to the number of households with children in the text.

Lee Selwyn moved to adopt the summary. Sergio seconded.

Roll call vote: Selwyn aye; Modigliani, aye; Tolkoff, aye: Chang by phone, aye.

Meeting adjourned 5:55